




























A connection is fully seated when the locking tab on the male connector 
clicks over the female triangle pin on the sensor/harness connection. 

See the photo below. 

BY

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
The MAXPower Pro is designed for easy, trouble free installation. Please make sure to read 
all the directions prior to installing this product. 

The Troubleshooting Guide we have put together will help to identify most issues that can 
happen during the installation process. Following the guide below should resolve 99% of 
most common installation errors. Please review all the information below and carefully 
check every step mentioned prior to contacting us directly for assistance. 
The majority of the time something was missed durring the installation process and this The majority of the time something was missed durring the installation process and this 
guide should help resolve the challenge. 

Please note that most of the time the cause of a Check Engine Light (CEL) or drivability 
problem can be traced back to a faulty harness connection or a connection that is plugged 
in upside down. REF A.
 
If you are running into these issues we ask that you check the connection integrity and If you are running into these issues we ask that you check the connection integrity and 
verify that all connections are seated and plugged in the correct orientation. REF B. 



REF C.

NOTE: On some applications, the "pin" is shaped the same on both sides. REF C. 



In those cases, you must determine the correct orientation of the connection. As a general rule, the clip 
anchor that is molded into the female connections always denotes the bottom connection. REF C. 
 
Below is an example of the CORRECT orientation. REF D.

NOTE: If you have a Jeep Wrangler JL and get a warning light on the cluster that states "Service Throttle 
Control" you most likely have plugged in the Boost Pressure Sensor upside down. See the photo below of the 
INCORRECT orientation that caused the problem. REF E.
 
To fix this issue plug the connection in so it looks like REF D.



If you get a CEL and several trouble codes upon first start with the bypass plug installed you most likely have a bad 
12v or ground connection. 

All MAXPower Pro units use a 12v power supply.

The red 12v cable at the main connector must have a permanent 12v source, (IT CANNOT HAVE A SWITCHED 12V 
SOURCE). The best place to connect this is direct to the battery + terminal or power distribution block located under 
the hood of most vehicles that have trunk-mounted batteries. 
 
The ground comes from the camshaft plug on all harnesses. If you test the black wire at the main connector of your The ground comes from the camshaft plug on all harnesses. If you test the black wire at the main connector of your 
MAXPower Pro and have no ground signal you most likely have an issue with the camshaft plug connection, please 
check the orientation of this connector.
 
Occasionally vehicle manufacturers oOccasionally vehicle manufacturers offer software updates to the vehicle that can make changes to tolerances in the 
engine, this can cause the tuning box to start throwing trouble codes for boost pressure or throttle. If you start to get 
errors, limp mode, or faults’ appearing after your vehicle has been to the dealer, then it may have had a software 
update. Please notify us so that we can find a vehicle with the update done to test and make a new mapping file that 
works with the new update.

If none of the tips above remedied your issue we ask that you please provide us with the information below. 
Email info@madnessautoworks.com and one of our customer service representatives will get back to you 
within 24-48 hours.

● Make sure all connections are in the correct orientation with the sloped locking pin on the female connection/ sensor 
corresponding to the locking tab on male connection.
● Send clear photos of the all wiring harness connections where you can clearly see the male locking tab and 
female/ sensor connection. 
● If applicable, send a photo of the 12v battery connection. 
● Send a photo of the decal located at the main module connection. REF F.
● Send a photo of the decal located on the back of the module. REF G.
● Send a wide shot of the engine bay and circle the connection locations. ● Send a wide shot of the engine bay and circle the connection locations. 
● Use a code scanner and list all trouble  code(s) that you have encountered.
● Besides the Check Engine Light are there any other warning lights or messages illuminated on the instrument cluster? 
Example: Service Throttle Control, ESC Unavailable, Hill Assist Unavailable, Lightning Bolt Symbol 
Illuminated, ETC. 

NOTE: Manufacturer software updates to vehicles do not qualify as a reason to return the product 
as being faulty, the unit is not faulty, it simply needs to have the mapping changed to work with the 
update. It may take us some time to located a vehicle with the new software version and alter the 
mapping to work with it.


